
========   This is the standard Part One journaling instruction work sheet    ============

Journaling is a discipline and practice that all great minds and psychologies follow!

It is NOT a "diary" exercise... "Dear Diary, today I saw Susan in King Sooper's...""

I first truly learned the value of this in the military - there it is called "mission logs."  Keeping 
a mission log to your life sets the intention that you are committed to so much more in 
what you want, how you overcome what's in your path, what's awesome - what is not, etc.

It is a daily or near-daily practice.

Make it fun and easy and real - notes, sticky notes, audio or video recordings on your 
smart phone that you dump to a dictation software, images, real items like reports or 
copies of e-mail's, hard copy or soft copy (I do both,) etc. and so much more.  Make it your 
own... BUT do it... DO IT!  

And... one of the great ironies of this work is this:  using these tools is not incremental 
work!  It may feel like that at first, but what we want to do is remove or eliminate a 
dysfunctional use of the tool as "Old You" and install it in a new powerful way.  For 
example, you will learn in virtually the first session the power of IHAD, and we all do the 
IHAN version.. .when you replace that... Voila!   no extra work and powerful new results!  
The reason why that is mentioned here in this document is for one simple reason: 
everyone "journals."  However, the vast majority "journal" subconsciously, not formally, 
don't record it, and thus cannot see it get better or worse over time, nor analyze it, and 
sadly, generally in this subconscious pattern, use the informality and lack of writing as a 
mechanism to "beat yourself up even more" and not for your benefit.  Make sense?

Here are the details:
-----------------------------   

Journaling is a vital piece of your life and our program!  Read these instructions multiple 
times, ensure it has sunk deeply into your "software."  

I cannot tell you enough - and this is one of the more challenging areas of my program -
clients tell me over and over again that this is hard.  Then, clients who finally begin to 
journal - tell me over and over again how amazing it is and they wish they had started it 
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journal - tell me over and over again how amazing it is and they wish they had started it 
sooner!  The value you glean from this process is enormous, and it is additive to what is 
already taking place within the coaching program construct.  And finally, it is easy to see 
in your homework responses who is practicing this as a discipline because either I get 
calls on certain homework questions,  or the ebb and flow of "loving it-hating it-loving it 
again" flows through the responses you write me.

(AND… and this is a HUGE "and"... If you have completed your program or passed on to 
other future work… continue to follow the Part One and Part Two disciplines.  I cannot 
emphasize the criticality of this enough!  Maximizing your success depends on it!)

You are really cheating your growth opportunity if after a great coaching session, you 
work towards some improvements, but do not look at your intersession questions (part 
one and part two ) until just before your next session. The questions are designed for you 
to work at a daily or near-daily pace, jotting notes down, reflecting on the positive and 
negatives, and noticing what moves your life forward dramatically and what the 
holdbacks are. Please, review this document and really accelerate your focus and 
commitment to this par of the intersession process.

If you have any questions or comments at all, do not hesitate to call or write me. This 
process is for you! Your growth… Your transformation… Your outcomes…. Make it all that 
it can be for you!

_________________________________
Part ONE instructions (questions attached:)

Homework is standardized for all clients. The full process is explained in this document.  
In essence, in Part ONE of your pre-work assignment you will always have these standard 
attached questions. I will not send it to you again unless for some reason we get confused 
down the road - however I am hoping that this will be straightforward. Part ONE of every 
assignment that you will prepare includes this standard template. I will send you e-mail 
after each session that contains your Part TWO questions that will contain the unique 
questions that came from that session. (Part TWO instructions are contained in the 
"shorthand explained" document that you have also received.)  I want you to focus on 
both sets inter-session and when preparing for our next client meeting. Hopefully this 
makes great sense, if it does not, don't hesitate to call or write me. I will make sure that 
you are absolutely feeling great and prepared for the stunning psychological growth you 
are about to create. 

Thank you again for selecting your growth and transformation with The Inevitable You® 
Coaching System! There are several distinguishing features to this coaching system, and 
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Coaching System! There are several distinguishing features to this coaching system, and 
the innovative use of “homework” is one of them! For most, “homework” conjures up 
school and grades and work and pressure. And while I could fib to you and tell that is not 
part of the energy here, (part I said,) that would be disingenuous.

To get you what you want – at dramatic speed, incredible depth, and transformative level, 
it will take some “work” to get there. This is NOT therapy – we don’t just talk about how we 
are doing, what’s broken, why it’s not our fault, and send you on with a false sense of 
feeling better yet wholly unsatisfied. Think about this, if your foundation was leaking, 
would you just continued to spackle over the crack, hoping for the best, buying the 
message "you have a leaky foundation, it's not your fault?"

This work is transformative! I use “transformation” very deliberately compared with 
“change.” The issue with “change” is that you can change back! However, the butterfly 
never goes back to being a caterpillar! And while traditional psychology has mislead you 
as to the nature of change and transformation, here is the deeper truth: based on the 
power and use of your mind, you not only can completely replace your basement, you 
can also transform your living house to any size, type, and kind of mansion that you 
wish! It is a design process and a building process. Think of it this way: every day 
currently you are adding to your existing “home.” Redesign from scratch a new place, and 
every day beginning tomorrow you work on building the new mansion!

However, to do that, you can not merely “think” about what’s going on, feel what you 
might want, and not really take any new action. It is a “construction” process buttressed 
by the power of your mind…

This is a coaching process. I am very directive at helping you achieve your outcomes. To 
that end while you are in the coaching process, we must be very deliberate and 
conscious together in order to achieve the outcomes that we set for you. One of the 
guiding principles in this work is this: to change the quality of the results that you are 
getting you must change the quality of the questions that you are asking that get you 
there! AND… you must be very, very precise with your answers. You are paying great 
money to be here, you WILL get you results WHEN you do the work!

So after each session, within a day or two, you will get your questions to prepare you for 
our next session, whenever that might be. I will ask you to journal and keep notes and 
fiercely make real the answers to the questions that I ask you. Keep a journal or note pad 
with you at nearly all times. Jot down the relevant and critical sentences that capture your 
thoughts, feelings, and actions… the “why’s” or “why not’s” of how you are processing our 
work.  Spend a few moments at the end or beginning of your work day… or perhaps 
before you go to bed. Don’t just merely “think” about the answers. If you do that, we are 
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before you go to bed. Don’t just merely “think” about the answers. If you do that, we are 
not capturing the “programming” data points that journaling will reveal.

And it is essential to write it down your answers. It makes it real. You see it for what it is. I 
write down client sentences for them in session so they can see what they said. You will 
see the “programs” far more clearly when you commit to what you’re saying. To not write 
them means they are just floating around in your thoughts. Unfortunately, it does damage 
you because most of you are vague, not because it creates success, either, but to ensure 
your sabotage and challenges! You will discover that writing down the answers creates 
far more value and advancement for you. Also, journaling allows you to see historically 
what is going on: what is the flow, what is the truth, what is the program, what is hiding, 
what are you NOT writing, and so much more.

Write to your heart’s content… scribble… doodle… dog-ear pages. Use different pens, 
highlight stuff, tape in pictures or notes or stickies. You can type up stuff and tape or 
staple it in. Make this process work for you! This is your coaching process and your blue 
print!!

Get creative!  Audio tape, or video journal on your smart phone... Dump the file into 
dictation software... Voila!  Detailed and real journal entries!

Use images in much the same way you might image a vision board.  And, don't mess with 
magazines unless you really want to... Google images is a treasure trove of virtually every 
image in our consciousness.   Enter a search string into google, click images, and watch 
what comes up!

(My own journal is, in essence, one of my best friend. Of all the places in life that I 
communicate – and I am known – my journal knows every crook and crevasse that is 
ME. You will learn to love to journal. Write down what is really going on. It is the Greatest 
Version of You showing up!)

Mechanically, here’s how it works:
·        You are responsible to get me your homework no later than 48 hours before your 
appointment. (that does not mean that if you have a 10:00 a.m. appointment that getting it 
to me at 11:00 the night before is ok! Don’t procrastinate! This system allows you to have 
plenty of time to plan for and get your work done. And again, this is your results and 
outcomes!)
·        You will always have the same Part ONE questions to begin. They are attached to 
this document! Always fill them out, on a daily or near-daily basis, and summarize them 
for your homework.   This process allows for the same daily interim journaling and 
approach as the customized Part TWO questions.
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approach as the customized Part TWO questions.
·        With a day or two to a few days after your session, in addition to the questions I give 
you in-session, you will receive an e-mail from me with that baselines the work I want you 
to do until our next appointment.  This IS the Part TWO homework. 
·        To the extent that you have questions or wish to send an update early, I always 
encourage you to over-communicate with me. I am committed to your transformation. I 
will react as time permits to help you create an uber-successful outcome for you!

If you have any questions at all, don’t hesitate to reach out and push me to push you!

OK?

Great energy and wishes to you as you enter your Greatness Zone!

Sincerely,

William Sumner 
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It is imperative that you plan for… and complete… this assignment and have it to me at 
least 48 hours before your appointment.  

I will be totally prepared, and this will maximize our time together and your outcomes!

I can’t wait to see you!

How are you doing? How are things going? Please give me a general overview of your 
reality since our last session.  

1.

Optional: if you have seen these first three questions before, they are standard. But really take the 
time to work them from a new position of your Growth and Greatness in the month of xxxxx (the 
time since our last session.) Therefore, if you still feel powerfully about previous progress and 
answers, reinforce them here. If they are already consolidated and integrated into your life, either 
there is no need to mention them, or mention them in passing. Focus your responses on the time 
since our last appointment.  (If you do not use this question, or any question, be sure to delete it 
from your written response.)

Let’s recap your Greatness!

What is going well? Why is it going well? What are YOU specifically thinking/ feeling/ 
doing that is creating the “well?” Be sure to focus on all nine verbs (see, hear, feel, know, 
think, believe, focus on, put in your body, and as consequence, take action.)  Be sure to list 
everything that has been great, don’t short change yourself!

2.

What powerful NEW beliefs did you use to create and sustain these great outcomes?  Be 
detailed, be specific, and name at least three.

3.

Let’s examine the challenges:

When is it not going well? Why? What are you NOT thinking/ feeling/ doing that is 
allowing the challenge to creep in? Are you trying to change and cannot? Or are you not 
even trying to change? What ARE the thoughts/ feelings/ actions that allow this “not well” 
state to exist and sometimes even thrive?  

4.

Name the hidden benefits (at least three) of this reality for you.  

What old beliefs were too powerful to overcome such that these challenges still exist?  

Part ONE questions:
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What old beliefs were too powerful to overcome such that these challenges still exist?  5.

What MUST the new beliefs be in order to sustain a change?6.

(Also optional:  if you are struggling to change something that you know needs changing, 
sometimes the challenge is in knowing the “why now” component to the question.  Otherwise, no 
need to use this one.)  Why must you be free of these challenges NOW?  Why not later, why 
not soon?  You are working on it, so why NOW?

7.

Your ask:

What would you like to work on in this session? Be detailed, be specific.8.
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Hello!  Welcome to your PART TWO assignment.  What happens is that I will forward you the exact notes that I take 
during our session!  How cool is that!?  It will include a number of shorthand symbols that I have created/ used over 
the years, so this "crib sheet" explains what it all means.  If at any time you have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to call/ write/ ask…

Of vital importance: be sure that you are using this tool on a daily/ near-daily basis to journal and think about/ feel 
about/ what is going on in your life.  Set up a structure whereby this becomes a daily or near-daily growth practice.  
If not, it you wait until the last minute before our session to do your "homework," you will be losing a lot of value.

LAST, LATE HOMEWORK, … (meaning late the night of/ before, the morning of… two hours before the session) IT 
DOES NOT ALLOW ME TO ADEQUATELY PREPARE FOR YOU.  

HOMEWORK IS DUE 48 HOURS IN ADVANCE!  IF YOU DO NOT TURN IN 48 HOURS IN ADVANCE, YOUR SESSION WILL 
BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE CHARGED FOR YOUR SESSION! If a legitimate emergencies arise, please communicate 

directly with me - I will do everything I can to accommodate you.)

I would apologize for being such a hard ass and being so draconian, but I am not sorry.  It is for your Greatness!  If 
you are taking the time to see me, to invest your hard earned dollars in what you want from this process, then this is 
the easier way to do it.  If you can be late in the evening the day before, then you can be late in the evening TWO 
DAYS before.  And as I have noted in both this and the original PART TWO instructional shift… this MUST be a daily to 
near-daily process.

OK?  Any questions?

Here are the shorthand descriptions:

TECHNOLOGY IS ELEVATING THE GAME HERE!

On the left 1/3 to 1/2 of the page, 
that represents me, my thoughts, 
my observations, my questions 

When it is a direct quote, it gets 
quotation marks.

The right 1/2 to 2/3rds of the page, that is 
your words, what you say.  

Occasionally, for structure purposes, I may insert my 
thoughts on your side of the page.  When I do that, I 
put it in double parenthesis.

Shorthand explained!
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First one is "ing" the second is "tion"  appears at the end of a 
word.

Therefore… It is a conclusion point

Greater than, less than… really denotes an inequality and which side is bigger 
and which side of the issue is less than...

Equal to … or not equal to

missing

"How are you processing that content?"

"why or why not?"

This may appear as a Pearl!

Your first homework question, your second 
homework question, etc.

What is the program?

Cause and Effect…   Cause?   Effect?

Towards/ Away ….    Towards….    Away

Shorthand explained!
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Emotional Intensity Meter…. Really look at what is the emotional intensity/ attachment 
of detachment (association or dissociation) at this point?

Points out the relationship…. Denotes a sub-structure relationship

Law of Attraction

Art of Allowing

Failure with Honor

Family of Origin, Family of origin Programming

Your brain, or intellectually, or thinking/ thoughts

Your heart, love, passion, emotions (depends on context)

Plus/ minus, relative, balanced with a little pos/ little neg

Postive, negative

Half full, half empty

Shorthand explained!
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"Old You"

"New You"

"Greatest Version of You"

"Old (fill-in-your-name)with your initial"

"New (fill-in-your-name)with your initial"

"Greatest Version of (fill-in-your-name-with your initial)"

"Greatest Version of…"  may denote job, or health, or relationship

Real Time Check-in… I have set up your sheet and notes to prepare, now 
our session begins with your real time status...

"be detailed, be specific"

It is the "delta" symbol from math... thus: change/ transformation/ difference, etc.  

Note its context to get its exact meaning.  ((Δ

"I have a Dream"  (a reference to MLK)

"Old Song on the Radio"

≠     does not equal

Shorthand explained!
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I have a dream
I have a nightmare
I have "an above-averageness" 

Shorthand explained!
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